
PRESIDENTS NOTES
By Gene Jones
As your new president I want to thank all club members and
their families for their support of the SPIRITS OF ST.
LOUIS R/C FLYING CLUB.  I will continue the positive
trend that Cecil started.
Remember, this is your club, attend meetings to give your
guidance to the Board of Directors.  I will be asking for your
help in the near future, so please don't hesitate to volunteer. 

MEETING MINUTES, FEBRUARY 13, 2008
By Walt Wilson
Members signed in:  27 members were present.
With the passing of President Cecil Whitrock, Vice
President Gene Jones was appointed President by the
remaining elected officers.  Don Fitch has been appointed
Vice President.  At meeting time, Gene had a voice-impair-
ing ailment, so Don conducted the meeting.
A moment of silence was observed to honor Cecil.  No new
members were present so the agenda moved on to the
Secretary’s Report.

Secretary's Report: Walt Wilson, Secretary. Under the
Treasurer’s Report, the January minutes stated: “The pro-
posed budget for 2008 was presented to the members pres-
ent.  Field maintenance was broken down into maintenance,
mowing costs, and field improvements for separate track-
ing.  All questions were discussed and answered.  Costs will
be reviewed later in the year to determine if changes in dues
may be required.”
Ralph Doyle did not remember details of the discussion and
had additional questions about the proposed budget. See the
Treasurer’s Report (below) for details.  Others who were
present last month confirmed that the minutes were correct.
Minutes were accepted as published in last month's Flight
Lines.

Treasurer's Report: Les Richman, Treasurer. Ralph
Doyle asked about various entries in the proposed budget
for 2008 and income and payments referenced in 2007.  He
also asked about unidentified income since the first of the
year.  The income was from the show at the Missouri
Historical Society in January and donations to the club,
rather than flowers, in honor of Cecil Whitrock, as request-
ed by his family.  Interest on savings is unpredictable

because the amount of money on hand varies considerably
throughout the year.  We have a substantial amount of
money on hand now, but many expenses will come due in
the next few months.  Mowing costs for the coming year are
still unknown.   
It should be understood that the budget is only an educated
guess on future income and expenses to see if income is
likely to be adequate to operate the club.  There are no guar-
antees or requirement that all numbers will be exact.
Unexpected costs, or price increases, come up and must be
dealt with.  That’s why we maintain a backlog of money on
hand.  Les asked to table the discussion until he can do some
research on details of field maintenance costs and why they
exceeded the budget estimate in 2007. The Treasurer's
Report was accepted as presented.  

Field Report: Frank Nolle, Field Chairman reported that,
due to varying humidity, temperatures, and wind, the arms
broke on two fans in the pavillion.  The remaining fans have
been tied up to prevent further damage from wind.  The bro-
ken arms will be replaced.  Frank and Curt Milster will fin-
ish cutting down the remaining trees to create a path approx-
imately 200 feet wide, in line with the runway, as agreed in
the lease.
One circuit breaker still blows frequently.  The electrician
says it’s likely an underground problem and will be dealt
with when weather improves.

Safety Report: Lee Volmert, Safety Chairman. People are
still taxiing through the pits.  This is strictly forbidden
by Rule 29, on page 17, in the Safety section of the
Spirits’ Handbook.
Anyone flying 2.4 GHz radios should check with each other
before flying to assure there are no interference problems.
One member said he had talked with Darren at Mark Twain,
who is authorized to check radios for proper tuning, and was
told to “Turn it on and, if the receiver works, it’s okay”.
(Paul Geders checked with Darren at Mark Twain Hobbies
after the meeting).  This is incorrect and Darren apolo-
gizes for any misunderstanding. If you have a Futaba
6EX, 7C, or TM-7 transmitter, you should take your radio to
Mark Twain for testing and correction of any tuning errors.
See the article on page 2 for more information on this sub-
ject.

(Continued on the next page)
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(Continued from the previous page)
Training Report:  Bob Gizzie, Instructor. People are
receiving instruction in spite of the weather.  Spectators
drive up and watch the flying.  Even if they stay in their
cars, walk up and ask if they have any questions.
People frequently ask what planes and equipment they
should get for training.  Many are available in all stages,
from build it yourself’s to RTF’s, depending on their field of
interest.  Don’t forget that youth members can join AMA for
$1.00 per year and the Spirits for $25.00 per year.  Such a
deal!

Membership Report: We have 102 paid-up members at
meeting time.  

Activities Report: Don Fitch, Activities Chairman.
Don Fitch has been appointed Vice President and would
like someone else to take over as Activities Chairman.
There were no volunteers at the meeting.

OLD BUSINESS: 
Poker Hand Prize For Racing Participants: Ralph Doyle
proposed that the Poker Hand Prize discussed in last
month’s meeting minutes be broken down into three places
rather than winner take all.  Bob Gizzie made a motion that
the Spirits match the $100.00 donation made by Ron
Hesskamp for the poker prize.  Ron proposed that Bob
change his motion to include payouts to three places.  Bob
declined to change his motion.  The motion passed 16-0
with 11 members abstaining.  Now, the prize will be
$200.00 for the winner.

AMA Park Flyer Membership in the Spirits: Paul
Geders called one of his contacts at AMA and asked sever-

al questions regarding Park Flyer member insurance cover-
age, frequency control, and other concerns.  One concern is
how we can monitor people, after they join, to assure they
only fly planes defined by AMA as “Park Flyers” and don’t 

(Continued on the next page)
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Babe Raab discussed his New Era II built from RC
Modeler plans.

Jerry Quist showed his Force 1 delta built from a Balsa
U.S.A. kit.  It has a Fox .40 for power and hadn’t been

flown as of meeting time.

Bob Gizzie (left) helps Lee Volmert with his very old
Checkmate.  It was originally built by Jim Sprouse and has
changed hands several times in it’s more than 40 years of
existence.  It currently has a Tower Hobbies .40 up front

and is covered with Coverite.  The next owner is Lee’s son-
in-law, Jeff Chase.
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(Continued from the previous page)

expose the club, and members, to non-covered liability in
case of an accident.  Many questions were unanswered and
were to be presented to the AMA leaders.  No answers have
been received in the intervening time frame.  At present,
anyone who wants to join the Spirits must have a full AMA
membership.  Holders of AMA Park Flyer licenses must
upgrade to full membership to join our club.

NEW BUSINESS:
Plaque For Cecil Whitrock: Cecil Whitrock’s family
asked permission to install a memorial plaque in his honor
at the field.  It was approved 25-0 with two abstentions.

Attendance Prize: Ron Hesskamp won the monthly
$10.00 gift card donated by Mark Twain Hobbies.

Meeting Activity:  Four members brought planes to show
and Bob Gizzie brought one to sell.  See the pictures for
details.

Meeting was adjourned at 8:27 P.M.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
By Walt Wilson
Membership renewals must be received no later than March
1, 2008. Renewals received after March 1, must include the

$25.00 New Membership Application fee.  This is the last
issue of Flight Lines you will receive if you don't renew
your membership.

Club Supplied Fuel for Racing:
By Ralph Doyle 
I would like to thank Paul for his in-depth report on the 4-
star meeting at the field. However, I have to dispute his
assertion that a Four-Star 40 uses 10 oz. of fuel per heat. It
has been my experience that, when racing, from takeoff to
touchdown, a Super Tigre 40 will burn about 3 oz. of fuel.
To extrapolate that number using the example Paul used in
his article: (3oz of fuel) x (4 planes per heat) x (3 heats per
round) x (4 rounds) = 144 oz. of fuel! At $15 a gallon, it
would cost the club approximately $19 for an entire day of
club activities. Although I do not advocate using ‘club fuel’
at a contest, with a budget surplus of close to $3000 last
year, it would seem a trivial amount to spend.  

Club Supplied Fuel for Racing:
By Paul Geders
Ralph makes a valid point regarding the amount of fuel
burned in a typical Four-Star 40 heat race which is between
3.5 and 4 oz. depending on needle setting and weather con-
ditions.  In my haste writing the article I considered the rec-
ommended size of the tank and not the burn rate.  At $15.00
a gallon, 144 oz would cost $16.88.  
The club has voted several times that all contests/events

would be self-supporting, (which is why the races use the
cash-bash distribution system) and therefore it would be
inappropriate for the club to supply fuel to the races, and
nothing to other events, such as fun-fly's.

Futaba 6EX, 7C and TM-7 Service Advisory- Updated
01/30/08
From RC Universe, Submitted by Bob Gizzie
This service advisory affects only owners of the Futaba TM-
7 module and 6EX and 7C FASST systems.  Each FASST
transmitter contains a unique eight digit identification code,
programmed at the factory to identify the respective trans-
mitter and to allow a receiver to be paired only to that
radio’s signal.  Recently we have learned that a very small
number of the TM-7 modules, and 6EX and 7C FASST sys-
tems were incorrectly coded with a common code number
during the manufacturing process.  These units were subse-
quently sold prior to our awareness of the situation.  
If two or more units, utilizing this common identification
code, were to be in use simultaneously, they may cause
interference with one another.  Please note: Units which uti-
lize the correct identification code will not be affected by
these units. 
We are extremely confident that this is not a widespread
problem.  However, to catch any possible incorrectly coded
units in the field and to give you peace of mind that your
system is not affected,

(Continued on the next page)
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Walt Wilson discusses his new Great Planes P-40
Warhawk ARF.  It’s 1/12 scale and, though in the
same series, a much better kit than the P-51 he

showed last month.  It has an O.S. .25 FX and weighs
42 ounces, ready to fly.  It, too, is a kit review for R/C
Report magazine and had not been flown at meeting

time.
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(Continued from the previous page)
we have set up test stations at participating hobby shops
throughout the country where you will be able to determine
-- within a matter of minutes -- whether or not your trans-
mitter is affected, at no charge to you. There are 100 such
Test Stations in place now, and the number will be increased
to 500 over the next two to three weeks.  
Please see: http://2.4gigahertz.com/techsupport/service-
advisory-tm7-7c-6ex.html#list for a listing of these testing
stations.   Or, if you prefer, you may send it in to our serv-
ice center and we will analyze it for you at no charge.  If any
problem is found, it will be replaced.  We will gladly pay the
postage for returning the unit and sending it back to you.
If you have questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to
contact our Futaba Service Center at: 217-398-0007 or via
email at: service@futaba-rc.com.  Our staff is available to
you Monday-Friday, 8am-5pm U.S. Central Standard Time.
Precautionary Measures and Information:
It is important to note that the precautionary measures are
relevant only to the Futaba FASST items with serial num-
bers as described below.  To determine if your transmitter
might be affected, look on the bottom of the transmitter
case.  If using the TM-7 module, the serial number is locat-
ed on the inside portion of the module:
6EX: A7xxxxxxx without the “I” (Inspected) sticker
7C   07xxxxxxx without the “I” (Inspected) sticker
TM-7 07xxxxxx without the “I” (Inspected) sticker
The precautionary measures do not apply to systems that
utilize a serial number as noted below:
6EX ALL A8xxxxxxx or systems with the A7xxxxxxx seri-
al number which include the “I” (Inspected) sticker
7C   ALL 08xxxxxxx or systems with the 07xxxxxxx which
include the “I” (Inspected) sticker
TM-7 ALL 08xxxxxx or modules with the 07xxxxxx which
include the “I” (Inspected) sticker

1) As with all radio control equipment, we strongly sug-
gest that you pre-flight your aircraft thoroughly prior to fly-
ing.  When flying at a location with other FASST owners,
prior to flying we suggest that all pilots briefly activate their
systems simultaneously to check for any interaction
between units.  If any interactions should occur, do NOT fly.
Return the unit to the Futaba Service Center for immediate
replacement.  

2) Each time that your transmitter is turned on, it is imper-
ative that you allow the FASST system an adequate amount
of time to thoroughly boot-up completely before shutting
down the transmitter.  After the battery voltage appears on
the LCD, we recommend allowing the system to remain on
at least one (1) additional second prior to turning off the
power to the transmitter.    

3) If the transmitter and receiver have lost their binding
which required them to be re-linked, we recommend return-
ing them to the Futaba Service Center for analysis.  This is
not expected behavior and should be investigated accord-
ingly. 

Lament of the Model Aviator
by Doug Haacke
The takeoff smooth, the flight divine,
I love this model plane of mine.
The wind is calm. The day is clear,
I can't believe that I'm really here.
My boy says, "Dad you're doing great,"
I feel so proud. I feel first rate.
"Can you do a loop?"" says little he,
"Of course," I say, "just look at me."
"What's happening? Something's amiss!
I don't know what. I can't watch this!"
I hold my breath. My heart just pounds,
My pretty plane has gone to ground!!
Slow and sad, my son and I
Watch it crumble, watch it die.
We walk to where it fell to earth.
Slowly, like a funeral dirge.
"Oh, Dad, how sad!" he says to me,
I say, "How can this really be?"
Three times I've built this plane from scratch,
And now there's nothing left to patch!
"Let's put it in a hefty bag,
This is one time I can't brag."

"What made it crash, Dad?"  "I don't know.
I thought I finally made it go."
"Can we save the engine?" said my son,
"I hope we can. It's my last one."
Then, we both know, as if on cue,
We realized what I didn't do.
We turn slowly to the radio.
"That's IT," I said, "OH NO!!"
"Dad, I probably should just shut up,
But shouldn't the antenna have been up?"          

The Last Word
By Walt Wilson
My thanks to Pat Keebey for sending in the “Lament of the
Model Aviator” above.  Pat sent it to me many months ago
and this is the first time I’ve had room to use it.  
I enlisted Bob Gizzie to fly the Great Planes P-51 Mustang
I had at the meeting last month, and we made a discovery I
would like to pass along.  The instructions say to set the
ailerons at 1/4” up and down on low rate, and 5/16” on high
rate. I hand-launched it and Bob found the P-51 to be virtu-
ally uncontrollable at those settings.  The first flight was a
very brief one, about 300 feet.

(Continued on page 8)
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FOR SALE:
Long-time Spirits’ member, Bob Abt, is retiring from
flying and wants to sell his fleet of 13 planes and stock
of engines, some new-in-the-box.  
For details, call Bob at:  314-921-1502
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Winter Happenings....

Dan Eaton, Newsletter Editor of the St. Charles
Saints, shows off his all wood, scratch-built, delec-

tric, ducted-fan, F-15.  Very nice job!

Bob Gizzie prepares to start his CMP Spitfire ARF.

Jeff Muhs drops a parachutist.  Bob Gizzie controlled
the parachutist to a direct landing on the runway in

front of the pilots’ box!

(Left) Tim Saxer prepares his Ugly Stik for flight.

Jeff Muhs taxies his AMP ARF C-130.  It has four
Saito .56 four-strokes.  He was having trouble with

engine no. 3, so didn’t fly it that day.  A very
impressive bird!
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Winter Happenings....

Jeff Muhs flew the first test flights with his modified
Sig Kadet Senior, powered by a Saito 90T twin

(Heavy Lifter), on Wednesday, January 23, 2008.  It
was very cold at 15 degrees, but there was no wind.

It was a good flight and on the second flight, he
dropped a parchutist!

Babe Raab’s grandson, Grant, helps him fly a heli-
copter (you’re never too young to start on 

helicopters).

Babe Raab’s plan-built Fokker D.VII.  It’s finished,
now, but it’s interesting to see the job in work.
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Dave Oswald prepares his E-Flite Pitts electric for
flight.  It looks great and flies like it looks!

(Right) Kevin Cox, of the St. Charles Saints, prepares
to launch his electric ducted-fan (EDF) F-18 using a
bungee cord-driven launcher.  Between Greg and Jeff
Bohrer, Kevin, and Dan Eaton, several EDF jets were

flown on the Sunday this picture was taken. 
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Winter Happenings....

Tim Saxer preps his trainer for flight on a nice day in
January. 

Bob Gizzie mugs for the camera while Jeff Muhs
works on his Pitts Special.            DON FITCH PHOTO

Walt Wilson designed and is scratch-building this
electric-powered Fokker D.VIII (above and below).
It’s been in work about two years, in between other

projects.  It still needs some detail work, more paint-
ing, and final assembly.  Maybe in another year or

two.....

Jeff Muhs’
parachutist comes

down and is
retreived by Jeff,

(left & Right)
Photos by Don Fitch
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(Continued from page 4) 
We gathered up the pieces and speculated on what the cor-
rect settings should be.  The conclusion was they should be
about half that, for the first flight.  Bob bought one of his
own, and we tested it a couple of weeks later.  Jeff Bohrer
hand-launched and It flew well with 1/8” up and down on
low rate.  Bob didn’t venture into the high rates because it
was responsive enough, for his tastes, on low.  Bob flew it
twice and we were impressed with it’s speed and maneuver-
ability.  It rolls rapidly and will do virtually any maneuver a
combat flyer may want.  It lands gently in grass with no
signs of wear.  
With an O.S. .25 FX, it appears to be fast enough to be a
competitive Warbirds racer (capable of breaking the two-
minute barrier), if wheels were added to get the landing
point.  
I completed the kit review and submitted it to R/C Report.
We, the Spirits, don’t participate in combat competition.
Bob didn’t feel it met his tastes in sport planes, so sold it to
Lee Volmert, who is going to add wheels and see how it
might work out as a Warbird.  In the meantime, I built
(assembled) the P-40 Warhawk from the same kit series.  In
many respects, it’s a better, more complete kit than the P-51,
and has landing gear, which I prefer.  

Great Planes corrected some of the deficiencies that made
the P-51 ARF less than great.  Notably, the instructions say
to set the ailerons at 1/8” up and down, on low rate!  We’re
going to flight-test it in the near future, stay tuned.

Gotta Go Build
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FLIGHT LINES is the Spirits of St. Louis R/C Flying
Club newsletter and is published on a monthly basis.
Club members may submit personal classified ads for
inclusion in the newsletter free of charge. Businesses
wishing to advertise in the newsletter should contact the
editor or an officer of the club for details.
Newsletter Editor:

Walt Wilson
3000 Persimmon Dr.
St. Charles, MO 63301-0131
Phone: (636) 946-6167
e-mail: rallyo@charter.net

Contributing Photographers:
Don Fitch, Carolyn Schlueter, Bob Gizzie, and Walt
Wilson

Newsletter submissions must be in by the Monday fol-
lowing the club meeting in order to make publishing
deadlines. The preferred format for article submission is
via e-mail.  I have PC computers and use QuarkXpress
and Microsoft Word, so send the copy as an enclosure if
you have an application compatible with Word. If you
have a Macintosh, to avoid cross-platform or incompat-
ible software problems, send it as part of the e-mail
message.  Typed or clearly written copy on paper, or a
Microsoft Word, Word Perfect, or Microsoft Works file
on a CD are acceptable if you don't have access to the
internet.   Photos are welcome and may be in the form
of glossy prints, or if scanned or digital, in jpeg, gif or
tif format.  Photo credits will be given. 

General Membership meetings are the second
Wednesday of each month at the Bridgeton Trails
County Library Branch, 3455 McKelvey Rd. (1/4 mi.
south of St. Charles Rock Road) at 7:00 P.M.

Membership information can be obtained from:
John Key
24 Briarwick Trail
St. Peters, MO 63376
Phone :  636-922-2556

Flying Field: Our field is located on Amrein Road, off
Greens Bottom Road in St. Charles County.   It's open
for flying daily from 9:00 A.M. to dusk.  Flight Training
may be arranged by appointment.  See our web site at
http://www.spiritsofstl.com for a list of instructors and
times when they may be available. Hwy 70
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St. Charles Rock Road 

Bridgeton Trails Library
Meeting Room 1 or 2

Spirits’ Meetings 
Second Wednesday of each month - 7 P.M.

Bridgeton, Mo.
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Bob Gizzie’s Great Planes P-51 cruises by on one of
the test flights.
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Spirits of St. Louis R/C Flying Club, Inc.  2008 Event Schedule

Date Event                             Event director Notes

April 12          Show 'N Tell                             TBD

April 26 Four-Star 40/Warbirds Paul Geders

May 13 Cox Warbirds Race Don Fitch Tuesday @ 5:00 p.m.

May 17 Run-What-U-Brung Don Fitch Separate classes

June 2 M&M/Gumball  Fun-Fly Les Richman

June 21 Four-Star 40/Warbirds Curt Milster

July 12 Fun-Fly Bob Fiely Low Key 

July 19 Four-Star 40/Warbirds Ron Hesskamp

July 26 Anal Osculating Race Don Fitch, and others

August 2 Fun-Fly TBD

August 23 Four-Star 40/Warbirds Steve Cross

September 10 Meeting at Field Gene Jones Member Appreciation Dinner

September 27 Open House TBD
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